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plant of the month

Reliable and easy to grow from seed, zinnia is a great 
plant for brightening your flower garden in the warmer 
months. This colourful beauty works well in pots, too 

by deryn thorpe
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at a glance 
Common name 
zinnia
Botanical name 
Zinnia spp.
Plant type 
annual

 1.5m tall  20cm wide
 full sun
 sow in spring or summer
 summer to autumn

  dwarf forms are 
excellent for pots

  suitable

it hot
some like

W
hen i was a child, a riot of 
colour was considered the 
most important attribute  
of a flower garden and the 

beds were often dominated by a gaudy 
collection of dazzling zinnias. gardeners 
used to grow most of their garden from 
scratch and zinnias were a summer 
garden staple as they were reliable, easy  
to grow from seed, put on a great display 
in heat and lasted for ages in a vase.

gardens these days usually have  
a more restrained colour palette and  
i’m saddened to see that zinnias are  
now less popular, especially because 
many gardeners choose to only grow 
annuals from seedlings, and zinnias are 
seldom available in this form. however,  
it’s time to start a colour revolution by 
glorifying the summer garden with these 
flashy, rewarding and undemanding 
plants. colour-phobic gardeners can join 
the uprising too as there are varieties with 
subtle pastel flowers in sophisticated 
shades of pale green and crisp white.

varieties
The Zinnia genus includes perennials and 
annuals, but only the annuals are available 
for sale in australia. The daisy-like, single 
flowers of the wild species have distinct 
ray and disc florets, but cultivated varieties 
are mainly double flowered and come in 
all colours except true blue. Forms include 
dahlia, quilled, crested and pompom. in my 
garden, i like to team them with other heat 
lovers such as Verbena bonariensis and 
annual blue salvias, such as Salvia 
farinacea ‘Victoria’, as their blue-purple 
flowers intensify the zinnia’s bright blooms.

There are about 20 species of zinnia 
native to an area from the southern US 
down to argentina, but most are found  
in Mexico, including Zinnia elegans, the 
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• ‘Benary’s’
Fully double, 10–15cm diameter 
flowers sold as individual colours 
including ‘Giant Lime’, ‘Giant Lilac’, 
‘Giant Wine’ and ‘Giant White’.

 70–90cm  50cm  
• ‘California Giants’
A mix of coral pink, orange,  
red, yellow and purple.

 75cm  30cm
• ‘Cherry Queen’
Dahlia-style variety with 10cm-wide, 
bright red blooms with yellow centres.

 70cm–1m  40cm
• ‘Giant Dahlia Flowered Mix’
Bright colours, most fully double, 
some semi-double and the odd single. 

 70–90cm  50cm
• ‘Gold Medal’
Dahlia-flowered blooms in scarlet, 
yellow, orange and pink.

 1.2m  40cm
• ‘Lilliput’
Compact, fully double, dome-shaped 
flowers in bright colours. 

 50cm  30cm 
• ‘Macarenia’
Bicolour flowers with golden-tipped, 
scarlet petals atop a strong plant.

 60cm  30cm 
• ‘Thumbelina Mix’
Domed, button-like 5–7cm, double and 
semi-double flowers in bright colours.

 20–30cm  20–25cm 

our favourite zinnias

plant of the month

 height
 width

   good for pots
 mildew resistant

Key

SUMMER LovIN’ 
Zinnias add colour 

to the garden in the 
warmer months. 
Right ‘California 

Giants’ in full glory.

CoLoUR CoLLECTIoN
Left to right Z. elegans; 
‘Benary’s Riesen Violett’; 
zinnia and dahlias decorate 
a garden path; ‘Lilliputt’.

Start a colour revolution by glorifying 
the summer garden with these flashy, 
rewarding and undemanding plants
best known species, Z. angustifolia and 
the Mexican zinnia (Z. haageana), which 
is why they love our hot summers. They 
were introduced to europe in the 18th 
century and are named after Johann 
Zinn, a german botany professor.

cultivation
plant zinnia in spring and summer in 
southern australia, and in the cooler 
months in the tropics. They are frost 
tender and prefer well-drained soil,  

in a full sun position, although they can 
cope with some shade in hot areas. add 
lime if the soil is acidic. plants prefer 
moist soil but can tolerate dry periods. 

Scatter seeds where they are to grow 
and rake soil over them, or plant three 
seeds together about 50mm deep. 
Seedlings emerge after five to 10 days 
and should be kept moist then thinned 
out when the first true leaves appear  
(in the group of three plantings, thin to 
the strongest plant). There should be  
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‘Thumbelina’.



40–50cm between plants. as the plants 
grow, nip out the first bud to create a  
more spreading form. during flowering, 
deadhead frequently and apply liquid fertiliser 
to support continued blooming. plants flower 
in eight to 16 weeks and will continue 
flowering for up to four months. 

avoid overhead watering and provide 
adequate air circulation as some varieties  
get powdery mildew. gardeners in humid 
climates should seek out mildew-resistant 
varieties, such as Zinnia ‘Benary’s’ range. 
plants grow from 20cm to 1.5m tall, 
depending on the variety, and the  
smaller dwarf forms, such as ‘lilliput’  
and ‘Thumbelina’, are excellent for pots.

Save seed when flowers turn  
brown but petals haven’t fallen,  
and hang them to dry for  
a day before removing  
the seeds located at the 
petals’ base. Store dry 
seeds in a paper bag 
inside an airtight jar. next 
year you can sow these 
seeds, and try some new 
ones, for summer colour.  GA

Zinnias were one of artist Margaret 
Olley’s favourite flowers to paint

did you know? 

whERE To BUy
Zinnias are available through seed sellers such as  
Mr Fothergill’s Seeds & Bulbs, Yates, The Diggers Club, 
Lambley Nursery, Eden Seeds and Australia Seed.
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